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BOARD .··•Is NUCLEAR'iJI, ... 
APPROVE.S . 9% ~ POVVER' SAFE? 
TUIT~QN HIKE By Burton Brody · f~:ef~~Jr~~i~t~oi~ ~~~:U~~~~~ ~~~e .J.' . . . . . . , Friends of the Hudson much smaller than from even 
(Box 619, Woodstock) recently occasional cigarette smoking. By Catherine Williams 
The financlallandscape at Bard 
has been undergoing some chang'es 
recently. The e hange that we, as 
students, will directly face is that of 
increased tuition costs. The approved 
9% increase will bring the $5,994 
figure for this ·year (tuition, room, 
board, and fees) to a rather jolting 
$6,514. Sonie of the re)asons for 
th is i ncrease e an be traced through 
Bard's past financial history. 
It is common knowledge that 
at one time Bard was eal! ed St. 
Stephens, .and w;;ts anall-_male · 
school. I n 1928 -Bard was taken 
over by Columbia University as a 
kind of uexperiment." Du ring 
World War li, Bard looked I ike it 
was:going under, uniess so me 
changes were made. Bard was stiil 
· an all-male institution, but the war 
was posing a draining fa~tor on the 
all male enrollment. Columbia 
would not consent to Bard becoming 
coeducational. (Barnard, affiliated 
with Columbia, squashed the idea 
in order to keep competition away 
from its all-female enrollment.) 
Bard made the decision to break 
away from Columbia and to oper-
ate independently, butColumbia . 
maintaioed that Bard had run up 
operating deficits of about · . 
.$340,000 and that it would have to 
be._pafd to- them before Bard would 
·, 
to pay it all back, and having to take 
out new loans, Bard gradually built 
up a deficit of about $300,000. 
Banks are expected to clear 
up their outstanding debts on a 
regular basis. The Securities and 
Exchange Commission isa federal 
watchdog whose job it is to make 
sure business is transacted_in an 
orderly fashio.n,. The S.E.C. dis-
covered that The Sterling Nati,onal 
Bank had an outstanding debt of 
$300,000. As·a resul~, Sterling 
asked Bard to repay their debt. 
Bard was unable to do so. 
·Leon Botstein1 while he was at 
Franconia College)floated a loan 
. through the Federal Housing Admini-
stration for Franconia~ The refln- · 
· anc'ing program that Presiden-t Sot-
stein has been working on over1 the 
past year or so, is changing the 
rather unstable economic picture 
of Bard's .past. President Sotstein 
and David Wagner decided that the 
only way to solve the problems was 
to find a long term lender. Th.ey 
. first went to the [ocal banks, and 
then to their insurJ.l:nce company. 
The loan was toq big for the banks 
and the insurance company had de-
cided that several of the buildings 
on canip'us were dangerous. and 
planned to raise the insurance rates 
enormously. Columbia had also 
Th-~ Man i~ t~e Mlddle . . , . 
be allowed to ·sep~rate. The Bard made ov~~tures ()ffinancir~_fthe 
trustees agreed to pay the debt, refinancing. Du ring this period the 
but later fo und that th ey c~uld not reye1rter Clause was discovered. 
afford to. An alternative plan was Banks ultimately depend upon 
agreed upon; the reverter clause.' the acquisition of property if their 
This clause cancelled Bard 's debts are not paid. With the revert~ 
tT.\Onetary debt' but placed 31.4 . . er clause intact, bank s would not be 
acres of Bard property (th en the abi e to acquire Bard 's I and if the 
whole campus) into Columbia's college sh~uld go out df business. 
ownership;sh~uld Bard, as an in- lhe banks, therefore, would not 
dependent colleg~ , ever go out of lend Bard any money. Botstein and>· 
business. Wagner got the F.H.A, loan, and at 
. Since separating from <:::olum-_ the faculty meeting of February 16 
bia and until recently, Bard finaneed told the faculty that a major corner 
its short term cash flaw float- .had been turned. The administra-
ing sh~rt term loan's wi'tn Sterling tion !lad bought bac~ the reverter 
National Bank in· New York City. clause from Columb1a after months 
\ Bard paid back these shor_t term of hard bargaining -}t the price .of 
loans with capital raised from $150,000. The federal refmancmg 
tuition and endowment, b.ut could had erased our debt with Sterl i ng, 
not meetthe payment schedulc reg- _ and the college budget will be 
ularly. Through the pracess of balanced for the first ti_me in three 
borrowing mon ey, not bei ng ab le years. Cont_inued on, Page 7 
i 
. circulated uT en Good Reasons to Statistical studies of the Japanese 
Oppose Nuclear Power," including bomb survivors show no effects of 
(1) Low-Level Radioadivity: All that intense radiation on the inci-
' nuclear power plahts discharge dence of other diseases and no great 
quantities of (!low-level" radiation increasein genetic defects among 
into the air and water around the · offspring. Again, radiation induced 
reactors. No one knows all of the mutatior!s lead i ng to observable 
ways in which ionizing radiation genetic defects would be a miniscule 
damages the body and the gene contributioli to the other spontane- . 
pool. (2) No High-Level Waste mis mutations occurring all the time, 
Handling : After 30 years of trying 
to solve the problem, there is stiil . 
no safe way of hand li ng or disposing 
of the incredible deadly wastes that 
are ta ken out of the plarts yearly. 
A 600,000 gallon dump at West 
Valley, NY endangers the north-
east, but it will cost $540 million 
to solidify and mqve t.he material. . 
Where? (3) The Catastrophic Ac-
cident: Nuclear reactors are in-
herently dangeroüs. Commercial 
plants could spill out billions of 
curies in the event of a fuel melt-
down caused by system failure, 
human error or ·sabotage. The 
damage to health and property and 
the loss of I i fe could be.catastrophic. 
(4) Creation of By-Product Pluto-
nium: In a real sense every nuclear 
plant isa weapons plant making 
enough plutonium for a nuclear 
bomb every two weeks. The dis-
tinct possibility that this by-
product plutonium can bestolen 
and used. by terrorists or be sol d by 
black marketeers to unstable coun-
tries. have convinced many scientists 
that "atoms-for-peace" has become 
ccnuclear bombs for sale." 
{5) '"Loss" of Radioa,ctive Materials 
lnevitable: At every step in the 
long \.~IlU intricate IJrucess called 
the nuclear fuel cycle, radioactive 
materialsescape into the biosphere. 
Obtaining uraniumresults in tailings 
that give off Radon-222 gas, adding 
ionizing radiation which will pro-
duce health effects over centuries. 
(6) Transportation Hazards: . Haul-. 
ing radioactive spent fuel from 
· rcactors to reprocessing centcrs 
and taking contaminated equip-
ment to burial grounds endangers ' 
miilions of highway users and those 
who live along rai! and truck 
corridors. ' l. 
Such popular. opposition has 
spurred our own U.S. Representa-
tive Hamilton Fish to join in 
·sponsoring, ~n January 4, 1977, 
H.R. 882, "A bill to terminate the 
granting of constructjon permits · 
1 of nuylear fission powerplants 
pending ... a study of the nuclear 
!fuel cycle with particular reference 
to its safety and environmental 
hazards." As a physicist, I et me 
consider the Friends' objections 
in turn. 
1) The principle heal th hazards . 
of radiation are radiation sickness, 
cancer, and genetic defects. Radi-
ation intense enough to cause fatal 
radiation sickness is much more 
than anything encountered from 
nuclear power plants under nor-
ma! circumstances {and people who 
do not die recover completely in a 
matter of weeks). The charac.teris-
tic level of radiation release from 
normally operating plants is much 
less than what is always with us 
from natural sources, and there is 
no "sickness" we ascribe to that 
natural radiation. Thereis clearly 
a link between intense radiation 
anu canccr, but many researchers 
believe there is no damage potential 
at very low level·s. Even if it did, 
in everyone. 
2) It is true that very little mass is 
actually lost in the fission process, 
so one ton of uranium transmutes 
into approximately one tö n of 
fission product, much of it with 
radioactive decay half-lives of 
thousands of years. A few years 
ago a former.director of Oak 
Ridge, Alvin Weinberg, testified 
that "the price that we demand of 
society for th is magical energy 
source is both a vigilance and a 
longevity of our social institutions 
. that we.are quite unaccustomed to." 
· The current front-runner in waste 
disposal schemes is drying out and 
compaction.. embedding in a glass 
inixture, cladding with a spec1al 
steel, then burial in subterranean, 
ge91·ogical formation, dry vaults 
whose anticipated stability is much 
longer .stiil tf;lan the longest radio-
active decay .times. Geologists can 
point to deep formations which 
have been stable and d ry .for tens 
of miilions of years . . Should water 
nonetheless enter these formations, 
first the rock would have to erode, . 
then the glass, then the ground 
water. would have to carry the l 
material away. Observations of 
leakage from a ruptured container · 
· several years ago lnd.icate that the 
proeesses are faster than might be: 
hoped, but they are all, stiil, very 
sl ow. 
Burial at sea or under the pol-
ar ice caps or in deep space may at · 
first look more promising, but the 
inherent dangers may be greater. 
For instance, an acciden,t during the 
launch of a rocket carrying r~dioac­
tive waste could be disastrous. No 
permanent disposal scheme has yet 
been enacted, but as long as sub-
terranean budal appears feasible, 
while the accumulation of glassified 
· waste might only be a few cubic me-
ters per reactör per year, those re-
sponsible can-afford to e,xplore all 
options and optimize the process be-
fore committing themselves. Rauia-
tion changes the properties of mate-
rials, and there is little information 
on which to base engineering deci-
sions for systems built to last "for-
ever." Since it is harder to undo, it 
Is better to proceed cautiously. 
3) The accident hazards of nuclear 
power plants are a matter of ongo- · 
, ing controversy, immune to quick 
resolution, since the full~scale tests 
or repeated experiments dem anded 
by critics are not feasible. The AEC-
finaneed reactor safety study direet-
ed by MIT's Norman Ra~mussc:n, 
which was published in November, 
1975, as WASH-7400, resorted to 
"fault tree" analyses of probabilities_ 
·of concurrent or seq uential fail ures , 
of specific power plclnt systems 
which many comparably qualified 
physicists (for examole. the Union 
Continued on Page 6 
t Burtön Brody is Associate .Professor . of PhysiCs at Bard College; . 
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By Pierre Gremaud 
Thcre isa revolution coming · 
to this country-not just the .pro-
Jetarian over his ruler, but the 
enjoyer of the Earth over the 
despoifer of the Earth, the con-
sumcr over t!1c spurious nierchan-
diser. The evidence for this rev- · 
olution is manifold. More ~nd 
more people are genuinely invest-
igating alternate ways of living·. 
The declaration ''contains no 
artificial preservatives or flavor-
ings "is beg-inning to sell prod!Jcts. 
The corporate giant, Allied Chem-
icallnc., has been fined $13.3 
millioh for flagrantly defiling the 
_environment. The l~vishly pt'o-
duccd Audubon magazinc has· 
changed from a coffe~~table 
ornament to an eloquently radi- ' 
eal voice. in en'!ironmental affairs. 
From. botl1 with in and without 
the power.structure, theseeds 
for fundamental change are being 
sown. 
The people taking part in 
this fundamental Revolutinn come 
froni d iverse avenues. of life. This 
diversity stems from the varied 
motive for~:es for this movem,ent. 
Th ere. isa broad I ine of change 
being pushed forward by different 
peoples in different ways. Marxism, 
spirituality(a rediscovery of the . 
infinite ·resources with in all of us), 
and env1ronmentalism are all forees 
at pl.ay here. In a way it is the 
uprising prc'sagcd by Marx; i~ a 
way it isa return to the realm of 
the Spirit; in a way it is the inevit-
able result of peoplekind confront- . 
i nga beleaguered Earth. It is all 
Local Affäirs 
CONSOLIDATED EDISON; 
THE .LOCAL DEBATE 
· By Connie Fowle 
On November 17 last year, 
· a ripple of shock passed through the 
local community as Con Edison . 
announced that the Red Hook/ 
Milan area wäs o'ne of two. possible 
power plant sites in. the Hudson 
Valley. Now that the it1itial shock 
has worn off, we are left with the 
seemingly endiess line ofquestions 
that the possibility of having a 
power plant complex in our back-
yard rai ses. On January 2Ö, Con 
Ed representatives met in Milan 
with town officials from both 
Red Hook and Mil an ata weil at-
tended public me_eting designed to 
begin to answer some of these 
q'uestions. ·, 
The que~t:ons at this meeting 
were limited to three areas---
land aecess and acquisition, siting 
and licensing procedures and tax 
revenues. The audience was told 
that all siting and Jicensing of 
power plants comes under an 
Article 8 pracess which _requires 
an environmental impact statement 
as weil as a statement of public 
need anda statemerit of Con Ed's 
· objectives. The Artkl~ 8 pracess .. 
as de'scribed at this session is ·a 
rather lengthy process. Under ·the 
Article, Con Ed must propose two 
distinct site areas as weil as two 
mod es of power generation, hence 
the seleetian of both Lloyd/Esopus 
and Red Hook/Milan as possible 
areas and hence the confusion as 
to whether the plants would be · 
nuclear or coal-fired. Both sites 
must be st'u'died by outside con-
sultants before site seleetian can be 
determined. 
Page 2 
one. It is all thesame. Though 
these forees may be _catalogued . - - . . . 
scparately by the IiJ<es ofTime-
Newsweek, their drive as weil ~s 
', their aim ar·e the samc. 
I eal I this movemeilt a revo- · 
lution because changes i·n action · 
and attitude are liappening quick-
ly. In ma.ny cases, the change . . 
must be quick because of the fatal 
consequences of inaction. The 
metropolis of New York City . 
dumping its inexorable stream· of 
sewage into the Hudson River " 
is just one good example. Plaintive 
urgings, heated rhetoric, even gov7 
ernment prodd ings (stiil a woefully 
small force) are easy for, the gen-
eral populace to ignore. "Eccen-
t'ric ,;scier1tists, health food "fanat-
ics ': fresh air" freaks "cari be d is-
regarded, but environmental fiaseos 
.simply cannot. It will be interesting 
to see in what direction the voters 
of Michigan turn after the PBB 
disaster has affected each and 
. every inhabitant of that state. (lf 
you are' rlot acquainted with this 
nef:arious incidept, J suggesi you · 
bccomc S()). Perhaps their Novem-
ber referendum ban on non-return-
able bottles, despite ·a heavy industry 
campaign in this traditionally "jo~- . 
oriented "state, is an ind ication. 
Every day's New york Time~. 
brings·us reports of new environ-
menial calamities. It seems that 
this country's West is in the van~ 
guard of the ~Reyol ution, but events 
such as the recent large-scale threats 
to ~ ·Jassachusetts' c:..>äSt anci tu ~ 
.Long lsland's shellfishing are spur-
ring the East into awareness. 
Continued on Page 6 
J 
By mid-1978, Cori Ed might 
be able to chose which site they 
prcfer - - Red Hook or Lloyd. Then 
'this site decisiqn must be approved 
by the New Yo.rk State Siting 
Board. lf it is approved, Con Ed 
must make the necessary licensing . 
' applications to the state and, in the 
case of a nuclcar plant, to · the fed-
era! governments. At some point 
du ring the governmental reyiew, 
there will be public hearings, al- · 
tflough it is unclear what impact 
such hearings might have. 
!f Con Ed aecides· on nuc,lear 
rather thim coal plants, and if they 
are certified by the proper authori-
ties, they would get the green light 
for construct,ion in 1984. Many 
Iocat people fear, though, that Con 
E:d may reaTiy want to"'go for a 
coal plant and we should all be 
aware of this. Coal may seem more · 
attractive, but its impact on this 
area wöuld stiil ' be felt in a big way. 
Air quality could suffer. Coal 
would have to be brought in large 
quantitics --how? By truck, Pt:r-
haps?Or a railroad spur?The 
· .. constru.ction of any kind of large 
plant complex wou'ld have an im-· 
pact on th is area environmentally, . 
economically; sociologically, and 
in many other ways: 
Con Ed has promised that it 
will come back for mo re d iseussions 
in the futu're. ihere· were many 
questions that were not answered at 
the first meeting, as weil as' many 
questions· that were not ask ed. 
Hopefully, at fut_ure meetings, 
public input will beat: a maximum 
as we all try to beconie as informed 
as possible. 
Senate 
Emanations From On High In what other areas has Senatemade 1 
I . .... ,._ ,.. .... 
By Scott Porterand Andy Abbatepaolo 
headway? . _ 
Mark had attendcd the last 
meeting of the Board of Trustees, in 
January, and presentcd a petition 
outlining student opinion in regards 
to a seat on the board fo_r a student. 
It was fairly weil received, and should 
not be written off as I ip service. How-
ever, since each seat on the board 
shares an equal responsibili'ty for any 
and all debts, shou!d Bard go bank-
·rupt, few interested students are 
monetarily eligiblc. Furthermore, as · 
President Sotstein has advised in the 
past, each trustce is also a source of 
income for the college. 
I n the low-lit back roo ms of 
Dining Commons~~ political wheels 
yet churn.· ln t.he~midst of Bard's 
First Annual Winter Weekend, (sur-
prisingly successful ), two of our 
biggest wheels, Mark <:;allahan a1:1d 
Larry Solomon, found time while 
: awaiting Chico Ham ilton 's perförm-
. ance for an informal discussion 
' with a former colleague. Waving 
. aside cloudsof .~mpke, the party 
_ bosses acknowledged their inquisi-
tor. · · 
· . . Scott Po.rter grilled them on . 
the issues·of the day: administration 
. tactics, administration dynamics, iri-
'·corporation of the Student AssoCia-
- tion, student trusteeship, hiring of 
·minority fac~lty, the nature of the 
studcnt bodyr, and the quality of 
the present Senate. ·. 
What 'are the ai ms of Senate? 
Mark felt that the Senate hap 
great potential for pursuing and a-
ch ieving variaus goals, ·as I isted un-
. der issues of the d ay, above. Qevelop-
ment of communication between 
--students'.and, as Mark casually re-
fers to them," the dynamic leader-
. sh ip," is also improving. Recently, 
Mark and Larry met with Presi.dent 
Sotstein to work towards the better-
. ment of life at Bard.' · 
What are the ·immediate results of .... 
your efforts thusfar? 
" lt's clear from the pressure 
that Senate has put on SAGA and 
·.the administration," Mark respond-
ed," that student input has had dra-
matic effect in several areas."' ( Last 
scmester's Food Committee initiated 
· negotiations with the Culinary lnsti-
tu!e q_f America onthe possibility of 
thei~replacing SA~A as BarcFs food . 
serv!ce:) . . . . . 
Thomas Discount 
Wines & ·Liquors 
No Lower Ptif?_e!' In New Yori.f. SfaffJ 
3 Mill Street-Route 9 
~hinebeck, N. V. 
I 
Free Delivery-Phoqe: ~76-4488 
checking a~counts savings accounts 
Larry restated Sen'ate's feel-
ing:" We are .still adamarit'about 
seeuri ng stl.1dent seat on the Board 
of Trustees." · 
· Is Senate st/I/ a)'joke?" · . 
. "At times," admitted Larry. 
- He suggested that timealone will 
teil. 
How about you, Mark - do you 
take Senat e seriously? 
"NOW I do." 
.i 
. What has changed your mind? 
There was not much going on -
in Senate, the stud'ent body, or the 
Administration. Petty issues, no pun 
intended, consumed everyone's time. 
Mark feels that there is now ari ad-
mtnistratiq.n which dem~nds great-
er concern from Senate, in that de-
clsions are being made th~lt will af-
fect the college's future, as weil as 
residentiallife and Bard's academic 
stand ing. -· ' 
What, specificaliy, about the mech-
anics of the present administration 
is causing problems for you, as weil 
as for students in general? 
{ 
~ontinued on page-7 
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31 W. MARKET ST. ~ 
;:::;-
. RHI~EBECK ~~ 
- . .... ~ 
(914)876-2555' ...... 
Thppinella's ~oes IRISII 
Match 17th - Thursday . 
St. Patrick's Day SPEClAL 
Irish Stew and Corned Be;t' ONLy . 
E,.clusively by Reservation 
Open For Dinner from 4.0'cl.Pck until 10 
S Mill Rd Mil Monday, Wednesday, Th.ursda~ aw ., an Fridays and Saturdays 4 O'clock untU 11 Tel: 7 58 - 6704 Sundays One O'dock until10 • 
· Education . 
THE LIBERAL ARTS DEBATE 
By Gail Levinsan 
Bard_ students may be 
partici.Jiarly interested to hear that 
"College Could Be Worth It ... " 
So claims the December cover of 
Change Magazine (the self-pro-
daimed Magazine of Higher 
Learning). The author, one Leon 
Botstein, charges American liberai 
arts colleges with negleeti ng their 
role as ed ucator of ·future citizens 
while over-emphasizing the job- ' 
· preparation aspects of coll~ge. 
. Citing national trends and surveys 
he makes apparent the confusion 
which many colleges are presently 
experiencing over just what a liber-
ai arts education is and should be. . 
The present controversy cen-
ters around the question of curricu-
lum and requiremcnts. At !east part 
of this conflict, contends Mr. Bot-
stein, involves the individual stu-
dent's desires for a plan of study 
concentrated on one fi~ld and 'the 
responsibility of the _l_iberal arts to 
pffer him ·a challenging, broad edu-
cation which will give him-a · know~ 
ledgeable awareness of the issues 
of his day. 
In the second partiori of his 
article, Mr. Sotstein offers his 
personal analysis and the three 
areas which he believes liberai arts-
colleges should be focusing on 
today. · 
C!ting the importance of 
science and technology in the mod-
ern world, Mr. Botstein stresses the 
need for stud~nts to achieve a less 
superficial understanding of t~e _ 
principles an<;l possibilities involved 
in contemporary issues. Hespeaks 
. disparagingly of distribution re-
quiremeni.5 that are satisfied by 
gut elasses and warns, ''The teach~ · 
ing of science and technology must 
overcöme t_he false sense of a seeret 
knowledge obtainable on a reason-
able level only by professionals or 
- incipient professionals." 
The second area he feels is in 
grave need of review is the teaching 
of history, geography and explora..: 
tion of the non-western world. To 
aid this lack of a "historkai sensibil-
ity" Mr. Sotstein recommends that 
students be given work involving · 
some facet of the community 
they live in or a similiar sort ot pro-
gram that willt emove history from 
the realm of a bygone finished en-
tity and awaken the student to the 
concept of history as an ongoing 
process. 
Lastly, the artide concen-
trates on the arts as a daily element 
of students' lives. Mr. Sotstein 
stresses the need of all stude.nts to 
become active participants in the 
arts. Noting the change in both 
amo_unts of J ei-sure time and the 
roles öf work and play, Mr. Sot-
stein urges, ''Art shou!d not be 
entirely !eft to the professionally 
t(ained practitioner any more than 
politics. 8othartists and the. · 
public need what liberai lean1ing 
mJght offer." ' 
As a fina! note the suggestion 
is niade that the residential charac-
ter of most I iberal arts co Ileges be 
uscd as an educatipnal advantage 
instead of merely tolerated. 
The J effersonian id eal of 
democracy based on an educ.flted 
citizenry capable of understanding 
the intellectual and moral issues of 
their time is clearly the idea moti-
vating these suggestions that these 
areas recelve greater attention in 
the college curriculum. Whetl)er or 
not this concept conflicts with the 
idea of Bard as an institution · -
adaptable to the needs'and wants 
of individual students might pro-
videsarne worthwhile discus.siorf 
for members of the Bard communi-
ty. The artici e is currently on 
library reserve. ' 
To know that we know what we know, 
and that we do not k·now_ what we go not know, 






We've been hearing about the 
"Energy Crisis" for some years 
now, but-few of us are stiil listen-
i ng and general feelings of disinter-
. est flnd~kepticism prevail. With 
respeet to the coldest winter in 
.100 years that the Northeast has · 
faced, however, fuel resources 
are .appearing frighteningly low 
and prices are threatening to become 
frighteningly high. Bard is not 
immune to effects of this trend. 
· _ Last ycar the school paid 
34.6 cents per gallon Jor heating 
oil. This ycar the cost is 40.5 cents 
per gallon. Next year the price 
is expected to reach 50 cents. Cos·t 
of electricity, which was 3.4 cents 
per kilowatt including a .0012 
cents per kilowatt hour adjustment 
figure for fuel generation, has also 
risen. · The figure this year is 40 
cents per kilowalt with an adjust-
ment of .006 cents per kilowalt 
hour. The administration has · 
take n st ep s to reduce· energy con-
sumption with the object of 
saving enough encrgy to at !east 
mcet the rising costs with no 
lncrease in total expense. The 
much publicized move to set all 
dorm thermostats at 65 degrees 
just touches upon the cfforts 
being made and considered. . 
Hot water heaters, once able 
to heat water to 180 degrees, have 
been cut back tOa ma·ximum of · 
120 degrees, 90.:..95 flegn;e showcrs 
being the average toleranee temper-
aturc ot the human body. Water 
volume in showers has been de? 
creased from 8 tu 2·gallons per 
. . ' 
BRUNCH 
Sen;ed Every Sunday 
7 7 :O(J-4:00 , 
Omclcttcs Toa st 
En gl i sh Muffiris 
Crepcs B , t~~.·l " 
Sausagc B.tcun 
Home Frics Eggs' 
minute, An 8 minute shower at 
8 gallons per minute costs approxi-
mately 21 cents. An 8 minute 
shower at 2 gallons per minute 
costs 7 cents. The combination · 
of cutting h·eat and volume per 
minu te of water results in an 
energy reduction of 125% in water 
-hcating. Cold water lauridering, 
while not directly saving money due 
to increase in costs, is co.nserving 
a considerable ·amount of energy. 
Thermostats in several luilcf-
ings are computer-controTied at 
65. B&G will irivestigate reports 
of over and underhcating in ~pecific 
rooms of these buildings andasks 
to be notified in such cases. Parts 
of heating s'ystems on campus have 
been replaced and updated with 
more efficient and conserving 
parts. Concentrated maintenance 
will be put to work to maintain 
the efficiency to boilers and heat-· 
· ing systems. F4ture renovation of 
campus buildings will bc designed 
in te_rms of heat loss, durability 
and usefulness. 
Students calt cooperate in a 
number of practical, common sense' 
ways to cut energy use by 1) turning 
out lights when not in use 2)avoid- .. 
ing Llnnecessary or frivolous car 
~i des around campus 3) not defeat- · i 
mg purposes by employing electric ' 
heaters in rooms. 4) voicing ideas 
and criticisms to the administration. 
The goal of energy conservation 
is not to freezc to death,or read 
in the dark, but sensible, forsi-ghted 
and thrifty eliergy habits. While 
they will not make oi! fall from 
the sky, they \,,:;' i1cip ;- ... mi~!!<' 
rate at which resour.:e~- . re ·.:ir.Jil"'-























Criticism of the OBSERVER 
has been I ev j ed frollJ. all s i des. 
Charges that it dcies· not d eal with · 
real issues, that it says very little · 
regarding the true state of affairs at 
Bard, and that no one knows where 
it stands, have been heard. , 
· -As a new board of editors 1 
comes in, we would I ike to shar'e ' 
with you some of our id eas regard-
ing what we think the responsibil-
ities of the OBSERVER should be, 
and what our editorial policy will -' 
be. ·· '· ' . 
The college newspaper is fore-
most a communication medium. 
Its job Is. to provide the community 
it serves with information and tools 
that ind .iylduals require to be re-
sponsible participants within that 
community. Tgward that end we, 
wil( be printing a variety of articles 
regarding world, national, and 
local events in conjunction with 
in formati on regard i ng the state of 
Ba'rd College. 
Editorially, our policy will be 
that the editorial will embrace an 
attempt to decipher the truth re-
garding an issue. ~ather than pre-
sent an oversimplificatio'n we will 
try and present the complexity of 
an issue. Almost all issues are 
complex with no simple answers. 
· T oward the above end s, we · 
ask, encourage,.and demand your 
criticism. We cannot 'be a respon-
sible institution without it. The 
OBSI;RVER isastudeht publica-
tion. It belongs to all of us and 
we are all respo,nsible for it. 
Pragmatism 
! . . 
You must have your yellow 
card in order to eat. You cannot 
park in a no-parkingzone. You 
cannot arlrive back early to .school 
and expect to be allowed to stay 
in your room.1 . . 
· · This all has a familiar smell 
'of OOGS to ii. And it should. 
The issue underlying the "pet 
proclamation" underlies the above 
new regulations as weil. That 
is, pragmatism before m6ral 
justice. (After· all, morals do not 
pay the bills). ' 
On the ninth of February 
many students \vere arriving. back 
at Bard. One student parked ·. 
his car behind the post office 
in order to have easy aecess to , 
carry his belongings into the dorm. 
"Someörü~" called a tow truck 
and the owner of the car had tö 
pay twenty dollars to get the 
· truck attendent to put his car 
down. · 
What is outrageous is not 
that we are not allowed to park-
in firelanes. That is certainly under-
standable. What is outr:ageous is 
that enforcement procedures 
~ere suddenly changed without 
allowing for a grace period in 
' which the commur:lity could fam- · 
iliarize itself with the. new regula-
tions. After all, we have all been 
'parki ng in firelanes! all alo ng. Prag-
: matism before justice. · 
. . "!lo .-J~<ü:d .. c__elta.inty has problems; 
pets not being taken proper care 
of, potential impedance of emer-
gency vehicles by illegally parked 
cars, mooching off the instituti0n, 
are only the tip of the ic~burg. 
But these and many other problem~ 
have been ignored for a long time. 
The way to solve them_ i\ to bring 
them into open discussion. Sudden-
ly effecting changes only serves 
to alienate and create hostility 
amongst the co~munity. . 
Most importantly though, 
pragm'atism on ·the part of the 
administration is pedigogically 
unsound. lf one of the jobs of 
higher ed'ucation is .to teach young 
men and women to be moral, just, 
good~ kind, considerate, creative, 
and thinking, then an example 
of those qual it i es must be demor-· , 
strated by h igher up~. · 
Being hard-ass~d pragmatists 
is no way to do it. · 
' • I ) . 
Gilmpre Again 
By now we have all heard our 
fill' of the case of Gary Gilmore. 
Most of us were greeted that evening 
by sm Hing Walter Cronkite' saying, 
"Gary •Art Gilmare is dead, " 
fo I low ed · by the gr is ly report of 
the ex~cution. , 
' It is best not to forget him, 
though, and to learn from the event. 
' Perhaps thepublic would hav~ been 
better se·rved if the news media had 
sh'own live television coverage of the . 
firing squad execution, if for no 
other reasan than to drive home the 
horror ofthe act. It is all too easy 
for us all to wash our hands of the 
blood spill.ed and to feel tha~ we, 
you and I, were ·not r~spons1ble. 
Th e nature .of the state i~ such tha~ 
once bureaucratic proeesses are 
put into etfect, power and therefore 
responsibility are spread out to the . 
Page 4 · 
point where not a single individual · 
is responsible for the' act of the 
state. ' 1 
When the question is asked as 
to w~o is responsibl'e for taking .~he 
life ofGary Gilmore, we ca_n a,lll<;>ok 
away and feel no guilt.- But it is 
you and I who elect the officials , 
who make the laws. 
j . 
When George Washington was 
contemplating whether to support 
.the revolution, he was troubled. 
He said something to the effect of; 
ltln deciding whether the British 
are morally wrong we must be damn 
sure we are right ourselves." The 
sanie consideration must be applied 
when judging and sentencing another 
hun:tan being, lest \A(e oursel~es be 
guilty of the same offense. The 




To the Edito,r: 
Last semester the planning 
committee was approached at ~ 
one of their last meetings with 
a proposal for the partial fundi ng 
of the basketball tearh 's Winter 
. Field Period schedule. The Athletic 
Oepartment had. planned to cover 
the schedule, but at the last minute. 
the budgct was cut. The comm it-
tee felt that its hands were tied. and 
so decided to put up the money 
needed. Two things ca n happen 
from this point coneerning this 
affair, The Planning Cornmittee's 
positian (and the college's) can 
degenerate or it can evolve. We 
can continue to pay as we go 
for variaus athletic s~rvices, or: 
we can try to force the adminis-
tration to develop a responsible 
program of physical development 
for those that desire it. It must 
be decided whether the college 
should work towards the bene-
ficial evalutian of its students in 
ways. which arenot with in the 
narrow sfght of the int~llect. Bard 
should desire to graduate good 
people who are balanced in their 
attributes, for it is they that cer-
tainly will oo weil in life and 
bring a good name to the school. 
But it is clear that the college 
as it has n·ow become is not pur-
suing with due 9illigence this goal. 
The administration has come 
to have an air of a group of experi-
mental scientists trying to manip-
ulate the college to make it strong: 
strorig enough to last awhlle anyway. 
Yet it is the group genius of the 
Not es 
PL.\N.J\HNG cõ·M~M i rT E E 
We Exist For Your Benefit 
You ought to !<now more abou~ us: 
WHO ARE WE? 
We are the Planning Committee, 
a subcommittee of S tudent Senate. 
We area seven member board con-
sisting of electeq and Senate-appoin.-
ted Bard students. ' 
WHAT OO WE OO?. 
We are the budgetary arm of 
the ·Senate whose function is to al-
, Jocate student convocation fees for 
. authorized purposes, which totals 
on the averag~ to $22,000 per semes-
ter.ln addition, we keep close check 
on how the monies are used once al-
located; and we ai d clubs in organ-
iii ng events. 
students that will make the coflege 
strong or weak. Should the stu-
dents be' weakened and disenfran-
chised by the new "bufly says 
this" emanations of Ludlow it.. 
would be a tragedy. The irony 
t • 
would be the moral destruction 
'of the college as an effect of its 
{( financial savings." · 
George Dobbs 
Planning 'com mittee 
To the Editor: · 
I. would · lik~ to thank the . 
wonderful.people who have been 
destroying the pool room cquip-
ment. You are real sweethearts. 
I n one week you have succeeded 
in breaking five cues and turning 
a perfectly good rack i.nto a hilar-
ious parallelogram. How can I 
ever re pay vou? , . 
. Weil I mustn't let my voice 
overshadow those of m'y comrad,es. 
Chariie Patrick is even more 
eager than I to congratulate you 
on your commendable efforts 
to destroy the equipment he had 
repaired less than a month ago 
for the mere price of $500. The 
other pool regulars are dying to 
meet you p~rsonally and express 
their gratitude; your creativity 
has enabled them to spend all 
of their time in other activities, 
and they no longer feer confined 
by their desire to shoot a game of 
8-ball or straight in the evenings 
T~anks again, fellas. Hope 
I see you soon to let you know 
exactly how grateful I am. · 
Shelia Spenc~r 
FrNANCJAL AID STUDENTS 
Next year's financial ai d· form s are 
now available at the Admissions/ 
Financial Aid Center-Biithewood 
Gatehouse. All interes.ted students . 
should pick up copies promptly and 
complete them. 
CORRECTION . 
It was reported in the last 
issue that Stuart Low would be 
working for the OBSERVER. He 
will not be. Stuart felt that heihg 
on the Editorial Board would 
represent a conflict of interest 
with his job on th.e" S tudent Senate.' 
The Observer is an independent student publica-
tion of the Bard College community. Publication 
is bi·weekly during the Bard College academic 
year ( vacations observed ). Letters to the Editor 
and all other inquiries should be addressed to . 
WHEN and WHERE do we MEET? Bo~ 85, Bard College, A'nnandale-(ln·Hudson, NY, 
12504. The contents of the Observer are copy· Our committee has its initial right 1977 by Ob§erver, Inc, uniess otherwise 
meeting the first week of every sew stated. The op!nions herein expressed are not 
mester 
1 
when the initial allocations ~:~;;.sari ly those of Bard College or the Editorial 
are made to those clubs that have . 
submitted a request for funds. Therew 
after, open meetings are held ·once a 
week (time and place to be posted 
on Senate Bulletin Board ), to re-
view'the various .clubs' activities, and 
to deal with new problems. · 
HOW OO YOU BENEFIT? 
Now that you know the WHO, 
WHAT, WHERE, anq WHEN-
You benefit most if you participate 
in and take ad~antage of the activi-
ties at Bard that we sponsor. You 
are invited to attend the open meet-
ing~, and your suggestions would be 
greatly appreciated and welcomed. 
tT'S YOUR MONE'v-
YOU OUGHT TO KNOW 
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DR.BISH 
' I ~ 
quesgons. 
answers 
All /etters· welcoriJe/ a news-_ 
paper, public television, all media 
belong to you. Briefly stated ques-
tions; or answeis, to DBSERVER, 
P. 0. Box 85. lf not pqb/ished 
try again. ' 
Dear Dr. Bish, 
· · Is surviving in the world a 
uviolent" action? It seems to me 
that the blade of grass pushing 
its way through cement is violently 
struggling' to survive and to be 
known. I read part of a poem once 
· that said, ".everything begs to be 
known." f myself want to know ' 
my world and want the world to 
know me. Sometimes I fe~! I must 
bc violent for the knowing to take • 
place; my violence I think is the 
theatre I do. What do you think 
the correbition betw.een assaulting 
someone on the street and the blade 
'of grass com i ng through the cem-
ent? Everything wants to live . 
doesn't it? · 
Tales of 
. ' Jt seems to me th-ata lot of 
violence takes place in the family. 
Many families are like Punch and 
J udy shows. How can members 
amongst a family live in harmony 
but avoid dullness and, supresslon 
of feelings? I 'mask i ng this be-
cause it seems that the family is the 
basis of our society and that if 
.families remain violent so will'the 
wprld. . · 
I r~alize that I am speaking 
of v.iolehce on different levels · 
but something fias to be done to 
stop nuclear warfare so that we 
can .survive in loving violence. 
Peace, · 
The Green Mambat 
Dear Reader, 
Than_k you for a thoughtful 
letter. Dr. Bish sends it on to the 
ÖBSER,VER without particular' 
comment for the time-being. Per- · 
haps other readers would like to 
'cöntribute their thoughts on the 
subject. 
Dear Doctor, 
Please send me a question 
··for th is answer. 
' Too much sält; also, irregular 
hour.s. Actually, its the low eal ib re · 
of the men, but since there's not 
·much I can do about it I didn't 
think I' d mention i.t. 
Dear Ms D.; · . 1. • 
Question; What's wron1g with 
me? 
1 ' His thoughts drifted aimlessly 
.j 
EDWIN: An Exc~rpt From across the unending serres of hat 
"An Exercise For Its Own Sake " nights in his basement, with his goa·t 
( "Boss" Tweed ) and his cabbage · 
" Has there ever been a dose ( Skeets ). The late' brunches. All 
study of the behavior of enraged those uncomfortable moments at the 
. pigeons?" · ~ restaurant where Cathy worked, 
"Only at Berkeley, in 1965. . watching all those burly truck drivers 
H9wards and H9wards recorded_ over molest qnd abuse her jiggling form as 
seventeen hundred r~actions, with - · it tap-cfanced. tirelessly in the Men's 
. " "Yes,. but were any.of their . ·· Room. His parent$' touching con-
findings conclusive? ". . · cern. Questioning glances from his 
·Edwin was caught. He scanned friends. lnsulting the receptionist 
his carefully organized memory, but at the out-patient clinic wherehe 
came. away empty-minded. worked. Haggling with th,e salesman 
H Weil, Edwin?" at the Custom Leather' Boutique. 
- "No, sir. Roberts and Dinkly, Preparing all those years to get de-
however, deduced the punishment elared 4-F, only to have the draft 
· , anc! pleasure tolerances in chickens end the week h,e turned eighteen. 
1 to three significant figures - .lowa All of these things did Edwin 
State, 1959." - . . · think, and stiil no enraged pigeons. 
, "Chrckens are hardly pigeons, . " l'm sorry, sir." Edwin left 
Edwin." · his conference wondering if he'd 
· u Very true,·" Edwin agreed. ever get his Masters. Wondering if 
What else could he say? C he'd feel any sense of accomplish-
u Come now. THINK! Think · ment when and if he did. Wondering 
pigeons!~' ·· . . · · .· if anyone else would give a ·damri 
. u B~F.Skinner, during the war either way. Wondering if Cathy had 
accumulated data on:_ " .· remembered to sprinkle the cabbage 
"Skinner never enraged his · today, and ·if "Boss" Tweed was 
pigeons! Thirik harder!" stiil angry with her about the shoe-
Edwin was thinking. He was horn ( anoth'er case of literal-mind-
thinking of the night before. Cathy edness in a figurative world ). 
had dropped by for a drink, but it Edwin got in his car and absent-
never ended there. Then there was mindedly pulled away- wondering 
the night before that, when he'd what he'd do for dinner, and hardly 
shown her his tattoo.' . noticing that the hood of his c<~;r ha_d ,. 
. - .. ~ - ~ --~ · i-. 
Dear Doctor B., 
--· I hope you can help. 
can't believe M _ _ any longer, . 
he's promised and broken his 
promises. What can I do? 
Love Lost · 
· Dear L.L., 
By way of reply, I submit 
the following: 
"One wishes to be believed. 
· Each should be believed. It is 
in this romance, this shelter built 
of expectation- our delusion of 
sustantiality-this.stuff to which 
we fasten our very sauls-It is 
with in. this giant unreality in which 
we have 'beliefs 'thatwe judge 
others, ac cord i ng to their apparent 
consistencies which we choose 
to view as criteria of truth --our 
way, in fact, of deeidi ng the fate, 
allow~ng the life or death of others; 
usually those to whom th rough 
our own 'needs' we h.ave attached 
certain attributes which once 
seemed real but now elude us 
and leave us feeling ... let down. 
lf we just locate that which 
Dear Dr. Bishand studenis, 
Thank you very m üch for 
the help some of you have offered 
over field period and prom ised 
thro'ugh spring. Its been 'a tough 
year and.the weekly hay loads 
you have made up to my place ,. 
for the cows have helped us more 






As all Bardonia knows, 
animals are serious business. Mr. 
D.L. Overton has prepared a pam-
phlet entitled, Your Pet and you, 
which is recommended particular-
ly to owners of exotic pe~s such as 
the rare Boston· Racer pictured 
below.{Mr. Overton says his .pet 
has a tendency to hide in eellars 
and becomes quite vocal at night). 
For further informatio'n abo,ut 
this new pet pamphlet, 1wi-ite 
to us at Box 221 Campu·s mail. 
is truly constant--behind time 
e stopping. the world ')--we fall 
into easy contentment; all pro-
jected hopes and the pain of 
NEXTWEEK 
Or sometime s.oon, we will . . 
review the works of poet, Paul Tulley 
unfulfillment vanish. · 
Otherwise we ding toa 
chosen (beloved) and suffer as 
we must continous alterations 
within.that fabric which we take 
for reality ." ... from the writings 
on romance, of the ·Egyptian scribe, 
Tatmas el Taltac. 4th dynasty. 
. ~~t;l?i+ 




songs or , 




' ~ . 
BOSTON RACER, PHOTO 
SUBMITTED BY OWNER, 
D.L. (DANCER) OVERTON 
PUXTAWNEY, PA. 
shot.sixty feet ·in the ai'r. And that 
the remains of his engine were spout-
ing torrents of smoke, eneirdi ng the 
car in a noxious cloud as it ground to 
a halt. Edwin casually swiveled and 
rblled down his window. He peered 
through the dcnse haze, but the 
train was hardly discernible as it 
thundered down the tracks in his 
directioh. EdwiJ;J had all of about 
fifteen seconds to abandon his car 
On the crOSSing and run tO Safety 1 
but he sat motionless, his eyes fixed 
on two squa_wking pigeons he had 
interrupted with his cal~mitous . 
approach. · 
Enraged ' was not the word. 
Andy Abbatepa~lo 
~"" sorrj, ~ut ~~e,.,. 
t:J.C'rN·d .~e.t. · · 
"/fJIJ ~J ----~-
'. 
On the cover: Bard's very specia! 
Tom Ta/pey. Remember,r:d fond!y. 
Page S · 
' Nuclear Power, 
Continued from Page l 
1 of Concerned Scientists' Henry Ke.n-
dall, also at MIT) dismiss as gross- · · · 
ly inade~uate and inaccurate. Meters water and into the air. Operation 
can taii-and minor accidenis occur , of the plant andJeprocessing of the 
spent fuel cannot avoid this, but the 
with no,serious consequences, not . level of leakage is ordlnarily neglig-
unanticipated events can also occur 1 
in this stiil new field. Nuclear react- ib e compared to alternative.sources 
&f radiation - naturally occurring 
ars cannqt blow-up like bombs- d 
that is an unfortunate historieal cor- ' ra ioactive isotopes in the earth, in 
relation -but th ey are elabara te . building material s, in the body' 
systems w~ose normal operations medical X-rays, and increased ex-
. entail dangerous possibilities. Nu- posure to cosmic rays in airplanes! 
clear power plants are not particu- Some proponents even argue that 
. larly enticing targets for sabotage: consumption of U-235 in nuclear 
much mare dramatic· damage could . power plants actually cleans the 
be realiZ€~d by much simpler means. earth of harmful radioactivity. 
The real danger is not from 6) Ongoing operation of 
earthciuakes, bombs, or plane crash- nuclear power plants involves 
es, but in the nature of the process~ ~ regular shipment of spent but 
itself. Radioactive decay generates radioactive materials to reproeess-
heat which is converted as in an oil- , , ing and eventual burial. The 
fired plant 'intö, electrical energy. spent fuel rods are customarily · 
Reactors are thearetieal ly stable stored on site for several months 
against "running aw ay," but should while short-1 ived radioactivity 
a loss of coolant accid~nt ( *LOCA ) dies aw ay, so the fuel .has caol ed 
occur, tbe typical boiling water re- considerably by the time it is 
actor would be doomed to melt shipped. Thereis no thearetieal 
, down in a matter of minutes if the impedimen't to building containers 
~r:ncrgency core cooling system able to withstand possible road 
( ~CCS ) failed. Since appropriate accidents, and the form of the 
full-scale tests of these systems are spent rods or th.e glassified residue 
out of the question, small-scale, par- also renders the material unlikely 
· tial tests and observations are par- to disperse. The greater danger 
layed into predictions of system would dppear to lie in the poten-
efficacies and long term accident · tial traffic acddents, but since 
probabilities- and again, different nuclear fuel is very compact com-
groups cometo very different con- pared to, say, coal, on this score 
clusions. Should mettdown occur~ nuclear power represents a 'net 
radioactive materials might sink in- improvement in safely. 
.to the earth, contaminating it irrev- · Proponents of nuclear power 
ocably over a large area, while radi- maintain that if we are to maintain 
oactive gases might be .dispersed ör even increase the energy capacity 
and unäer unfortunate weather con- of the United States, nuclear fission 
ditions, sick,en or kill many, but pro- turns out to be the safest source. 
panen ts argu e that th is eventuality Bernard Gh en, former ch airman 
is so remote that ·in the long run, all of the American Physical Söciety 
things considered, nuclear plants Division of Nuclear Physics calcu-
are safer than alternative energy lates tbat, at worst, "the risk of 
sources. . nuclear power is equivalent to the 
4) Only a fracti.oti of•a pereent 6{ 
naturally occuring uranium is the 
fissionable kind, U-235, but in re-
actors the normally stable U~238 
· qecomes fissionab.le Pu-239. S i nee 
reserves of U-235 are limited, an 
ongoing nuclear reactor program 
. -would require development of'spe-
cial "breeder" reactors, designed to 
produce or "breed,. large quantities 
of this plutonium for fuel ( the 
breeder uses U-235 to converi U-238 
into more PÜ-239 than the U-235 it 
begins with). - It is, however, much -
easier to m~ke a plu"fonium bomb 
than a uranium one, and nuclear 
proponents argue that since the 
technology is now dispersed world-
wide, aborting our program in fear 
ofthis potential would be closing the "barn door" too late: we would 
do better to maintain our involve-
ment in the hop~ of maintaining in-
fluence on international regulation
1
• 
' . . 
5) There is an unavoidable increase 
in personal exposure to radiation 
from the operation of nuclear power 
plants. Everythin'g exposed to the 
· reactor fl ux may be transm uted so . 
that the entire facility "warms-up" 
and Jeaks traces of soluble and vol-
atile fission products and transmuted 
• l'naterials into the external cooling 
risks of smoking 3 cigarettes per 
year, spending 20 days of one' s 
life in acity, riding in automobiles 
an extra hundred miles per year, 
or being 1.6 pounds overweight." · 
On tne other hand, alternative 
~nergy sources cause m uch mo re 
"air pollution, ... property damage, 
and death .. "- Even the worst possi-
ble accident would create, not 
Armageddon, but about 0.5% . . 
increased chanee of getting cancer, 
C!nd as for the risks borne primarily 
by those who live near the plants, 
"if moving away from a nuclear 
power plant increases commuting 
distance By mare than ... half a 
block, it is safer to live next door 
to the power plant." "Even with 
the critics' estimates, I ivi ng nex.t 
toa nuclear power plant reduces 
life expectancy by only0.03 years~ 
which makes it 150 times safer 
than living in a city." 
Opponents charge that these 
numbers are grossly wrong, but 
it is fiendishly hard to teil. The 
proble'm is complicated by the ex-
tent to which emotion clouds 
reason. Many urge conservation 
as the only good response, but 
even conservation has its social 
costs. The one clear imperative 
is to keep .studying, as the clock 
ticks on. 
LARGE SELECTION OF METAPHYSICAL BOOKS • 
NATURAL VITAMINS, SUPPLEMENTS & COSMETICS 
HEAL TH FOODS . . . 
IMPORTED CHEESES . 
monday .thru satun;fay_ 
9:30-5:00 
10 East Market Street 






..  Gr~g Revolution • 
-·- _ Contiri!.l_eci from Page 2 
,.." __ = ··- _:- ,..."...,;-.,: ~ ., --- - . -- -
~ ' 
- As with all revolution_s, th1s 
one has its reactiona~y factions. 
The present American made of 
incessant consumption (the pro~ 
.claimed American Way) has · 
drenched a small number of 
people in wealth and power. Most 
are unwilling to see the faucet 
turned off. Education of this class 
of people is practically impossible. 
They are themselves consumed by 
greed; their thoughts. and aetions 
are glllded by a profound ego1sm. 
As with all revolutiöns, this one 
has its potential for violence. But 
this possibility certainly need not 
occur. Money can, and does, talk 
for the Revolution also. In jan-
uary of this year, the Environ-
mental Protection Agency spon-
sored a meeting of industry men 
whose businesses rave monetarily 
benefitteQ from judicious imple-
mentation of environmental 
controls. The importance of inter-
action such as this is seored by the 
fact that this meeting was chaired 
by the head of the· EPA. Change 
can occur within the capitalist -
framework. Rich Florida real · 
estate developers, foiled. in their 
attempts to build on filled-in 
Everglades marsh, have also the 
red tides (a symbolic omen?) to 
contend with. ·Potential vacation- · 
ers and buyers can orily be white-
1 washed for so long. 
All of us right n ow must make 
important decisions. The need for 
.change in attitude and action is im-
perative. The opportunities for 
contributi ng to the revolution are · 
numerous. For example, every 
daily item, from paper bags to auto-
mobiles, must be .treated as a piece 
of precious material and energy. 
I earnestly believe that in ten to · 
fifteen years, perhaps sooner such 
~ctio.n will no Jo~ger be_volu~tary 
m th1s country (Just as it is not 
voluntary in most parts of the 
world today). 
I have been following the 
environmental and spiritual pro-
. gressions of this country for some 
time. My attitude has changed 
from pessimism to cynicismto my 
present buoyant exh il iration. I 
feel compelled to provide a fo~um 
for ttie momentaus issues that we 
presently face. These issues are so 
urgent and revolutionar,y that they 
transcend the professor-student 
· traditions of this college. I hope 
to make thisa regular column for 
add~essi.ng the environniental, 
philosophical1 and 'economi~ 
bases of the revolution. This 
artide is to be viewed as an intro-
duction; the issues are ·deep 'and 
far-reaching. I welcome all com-
ments, questions, criticlsm, and 
discussion. Please commimicate 
these to me in vivo, or through 
Campus Mail. 
TODAY 'S HELPFU L HINT: 
There are a number of publica-
tions that present weil written 
and informative articles and news 
briefs pertaining to present and 
· future approaches to Ollr envi.ron- · 
ment. Two of the best ·are Audubon 
and the New York State Conserva-
tionist. The color-page" Audubon 
Cause "section of the former (that 
now makes up about one third 
of the magazine) isa gold mine 
of environmental informatfon. 
, An annual student membership 
costs about ten dollars (the photo-
graphy alane \vould make it 
. worthwhile). The Conservation-
ist is put ,out by the NY State 
Departmimt of Environmental ' 
Conservation, ~nd it is comforting 
to see .such a conscientious 
project published by a· govern-
ment agency: Jt al so represents 
a rad1ca1 change in dictatorial policy. 
ihe Conservationfst, up until 
a few years ago catered only to 
sportsmen; the letters w the editor 
stiil occäsi.onaiJy contai n angry. 
lette~s from hunters .condemning 
its pre.sent firm ecolagieal stance~ 
Six dollars briltgs you two years 
of this nifty periodical ($3.5.0 per 
year). DEC also puts out a month-
ly newsletter, NYS Environment 
(one dollar for one year) detailing 
pertinent environmental news 
state-and countrywide. The Bard 
library carries both of these publi-
cations. 
To Whom This Mayiconcern: 
lntentions fascinate me! How can ~-· ) 
A simple friendly overture land · 
Me in this mess again? lnstruct me . e e· ') 
For twice I 've proved naive and cl~msy. ) 
· Did you expect my calculating, 
Sly, opportunist's nature, waiting 
lmpatiently offstage, ( a come-on 
From you, its cue ), to scrawl 
with crayon, 
I Love You!, in a poem- forgetting \ 
All prior promises? Upsetting ·" 
How many others in the process? 
' . 
Let's pass up lunch today; the recess 
Will do us good. Some sober thinking 
Is called for, matched by sober 
, . · ·. drinking--= 
Trl all at once the pamc shatters 
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By Mark Callahan 
· The Bard Basketball team 
showed its stuff Wednesday, Feb: 17 
·with a tight 67 - 33 victory aga i nst 
Columbia Greene. As Columbia 
Greene is ragked number one in , 
the league ( the NAC ) , this was a . 
big win for Bard, and proved that, ·_ 
our squad cari- do it all. The win~ . 
over Columbia Greene, as weil as an 
earlier 69 - 66 win over AJbany ' 
Pharmacy, ma!< es Bard an extremely 
strong contender for the League , 
Championship, at thetourname·nt· · 
held at Columbia Greene1s field 
house on March 4th and 5th.· 
.. we- ci"re currently number two . 
in the league, with an 8- 3 record. · 
lf the Bard squad gets enough sup- .· 
port at the Columbia Greene tourna-
ment, w.e should be abi e to clinch · 
the first league championsh1p tor 
Bard in recent memory. 
So be sure to drive up Friday 
March 4th and Saturday, March 5th 
to the Columbia Greene Community 
College campus for the big games! 
Directions available from Dick 
-S tark i e at Security, or Chariie Pat-
rick in his office at the gym. 
Tuition Hike 
Continued.from}age l . 
-Overall, it's been a good seasan 
for rBard. Veterans Cliff Forrest, 
Aladia Abrieu, Waverly. Robinson, 
RoJando I rizzary, and Bill Mass 
have led the seoring and rebounding 
this year, with Rich Starkie, jr., 
Jeading a fine freshman crop of tal-
ented rookies. As coach Stuart Le-
vin e, ~orm{!IIY a mi_ld-mannered 
Psych-Prof~ says~ · · 
"We've had some excellent 
·games, ~nd fine team efforts .. :. 
In the Columbia Greene game, Cliff 
Forrest, with 23 points and 25 re;' 
bounds, d id an excellent job on the 
backboards. Roland lrizzary afso 
deserves special mention for spark-
... i ng Bard in a flat period. It was a. · 
fine team effort! We're going to the 
pfay-offs on March 4th and we hope 
to do weiJ." · 
- - So.rerliember, -be sure' to make . 
the scehe at Columbia Greene-
March 4th1 Time-To Be Annoünced. 
Top Five aard Scorers total avg 
Cliff F?rrest - 300 pts. ( '18.4 ) 
Aladio Abrieu -~55 pts.{16.2) 
Waverly Robinson· 
- 201 pts. ( 12.3 ) 
Richard Starkie,jr. 
~_ · -_140 pts. ( 1 0. 7 ) 
Roland<;> ! rizz;,1ry _ 
-· 123 pts. ( 8.2 ) 
lt's im~ortant to understand and President Sotstein felt that a 
the significance of these ~evelop- student considering any of th.ese 
mcnts. lnstitutja~1s sink or swim colleges with in the $6,000 range 
. depending pot so much on how would not likely base his decision 
much moriey they have, but rather on a '$200 difference in tuition be-
on how it is maoaged, President tween colleges. President Sotstein 
Sotstein is committed to main- stäted i'n the faculty meeting that 
t~ininga.balanced budget. Eighty- what would attract-students to 
five pereent of the college's ex- · Bard might be the fact that Bard 
penses are paid for using st~:-~dent would have 'something original to 
tuition and fees. In order to main- offer, and he· said he was nut t0c 
~ tai n a halaneed budget, the Board ·sure that it d id at the moment. 
of Trustees voted unanimo~sly to The administration stresses the fact 
increase the tuition. · that services would have to be cut 
One concern is that Bard, by back in preference to lower tuition. 
raising its tuitio'n, would price it-· The present increase should sup-
self out of competition and would posedly allow not only for the 
not be able to attract students. Th~ maintenance of the now existing 
colleges that Bard is most ofteli _ - services (i.e:-Jhe Bard Choir, th_e 
. COn)pared with areaisa raising their visiting pr'ofessorS, the present. 
· tuition costs. Sarah Lawrence tops psychiatric service), but should 
the Jist with a $7,000 tuition for . _ also provide for the on-going neec 
1977-'78. Bennington's will be _ . ~for cnew servkes that will arise. 
$6~880; Hampshire College, $6,350; Several questions do need to, 
the Jvy-League Colleges are all up · be asked arid clarified. Why Is it ' 
around $7,000. 8oth David Wagner that_ Bard h~s such a small endow-
Senat e 
Continued from Page 2 
Mark and Larry summed up 
this .apparently tender topic warily. 
." Thereis a lack of unity and co- · 
ordination betwecn Ludlow and 
B&G.'t Communication .exists be-
tween resident?_and the Dean of Stu-
dents Office, as well as directly with 
the Building and Grounds Depart-
ment. Unfortunately, the sa me can-
not be said for d iscussion between 
the two brariches themselves. ·And 
alo"J:~g the way, whose showers, 
whose unpainted rooms, and whose 
inconve.niences in general are we 
talking abot-!t? · 
lf that's not enough, both 
Mark and Larry agree that the indi-
vidual deans do not have enough 
power to inake decisions or _influ-
ence policy. · 
· to speak. 
Are there any areas where commun-
ication between Senate and the Ad- · 
ministration is congenial and for · 
sympathetic? · 
Larry respondeCJ thoughtfully. 
· "Yes. In the hiring of minority fac-
ulty." In talks with President Bot-
stein, he has expressed interest and 
concern, and has stated ·that if, and 
whenever, a duly qualified black or 
Puerto Rican applies for a posttion, 
positive consideration will be given. 
In a meeting with Larry Curtis, 
bringing mare L.A.O. and)~.B.S.O. 
' participation into Senate activities 
was discusse~l. However, apathy in 
the student body, minority students 
included, is the major stumbling 
block in any of these ventures: 
Bard 
BARD F ASTS FO~ CHI LD . 
By üsa Preschel 
On December 16, i 976 over 
two hundred Bard students fasted 
in order to sponsor a child in the 
inner city. Through the coopera-
.· tion of S.A.G.A. Foods_and the 
manager, J im Gavin, arrangements 
were made -to donate 80% of the 
food costs to Save the ChHdren 
Federation. 
The drive for signatures was 
a vast success and) with the efforts -
of the organizers)the day of.the 
fast wert smoothly. A light meal 
. of tea and brown' rice was served 
in Blithewood that evening. 
. A check was sent to S.C.F. for 
-$249.92. ln addition, donations 
totaling thirteen dollars were· 
collected and sent on. 
S.C.F. isa non-profit 
organization that'channels money 
into depressed areas in the United 
States and abroad, through an·-~ .. 
. individual sponsorship program. ·, 
The money donated .is multiplied 
me nt? The Board of Trustees _ 
during the 1974-'75 school year 
only collected $45,000 between 
Ü}em. Last year the Board set a 
goal of $150,000 and met it. 
This i~ stiil a mere pittance. The 
school has only a handful of · · 
wealthy benefactors, and our 
alumnae have never, on the whole, 
contributed very much. What can 
be done to raise the endowment to 
a reasanabi e level? 
The administration is'stressi11g 
how many services it has brought 
to the students, but at the sam e. 
time, the departments are com~· 
plaining of drastic budget cuts. 
When David Wagner was asked-. -· 
about tl}is, he agreed thatJhe em-
·- -phasis has been pu(orfpröviaing 
needed services for the stu"dents. 
Does this mean that there is an 
erosion of basic educational mater-
ials? 
Is Senateto blame for this? 
·" ~artly, yes," admitted larry, 
" but the blame is shared by the gen-
- eraistudent body as weil. There are 
frequent elections and referendums 
tbat ·students simply do not partici~ 
pa te in whole-heartedly ." 
Doyou ~aveany Tilwi ~i:atements? 
, __ . Mar!< an.d Larry expressed op-
timistic feelings coneerning Senate 
-activities; and they hoped that all ·._ 
, the goals discussed will be realized · 
to the satisfaction of Senate as weil 
as the student body. , : 
What are your fee!ings in regard to ~ ~ No te: the text 9fthis artiCI e repre-
apathy? . . - e- . . . • . . .·s..ents the int~rprefed and re!ated re-
li There is no apathy on Student . marks made· by Ma.rk and Larry at 
Senate." Larry stated. . . the_ time of the "lniei;view/' and con-
in the community by self-help .. 
-' People in the community voiunteer 
their labur to, build bad ly need ed 
schools, clinics,and day care centers 
'(In the lnner cYtjes Program),and 
to incr~ase agricultural productiön 
throughout the world. ~y enriching 
a child's environment alf'children · 
gain a better chanee of surviving 
and improving their Jives. 
Many students wanted to make 
fasting a more regular event. 
Possibly another· child could be 
sponsored in this way or the funds 
could be.used for another project. 
, Thos·e interesteä in fasting a second 
time should contact Wendy U. · 
jackson. · · 
A profile of the ehi Id who we 
have sponsored should arrive soon. 
Letters·are encouraged although 
often the chfld doe~ not write back. 
Thereis al,so the possib_ility of 
visiting the child inNew York City. 
Further information ·about S.C.F. 
can be obtained from Usa Preschel. 
· Thank you one and all. 
Ultimately, the survival of the 
institution depends upon attracting 
highly qualified students to fiJI its 
enrollment. What are the philoso-
phical and pedagogical arguments 
that need to be resolved in order to 
attract students who an~ not only 
intelligent, but origina11 and creative 
too? · · · 
Shouldn)t students have input 
on what priorities they believ~ are 
most important? Are students really 
getting their money's worth out of 
Bard? $6,514is,agrca!deal of 
. mon ey- to spend. What isa Bard · 
degree real ly worth? . . · 
************* -~ The ÖBSERVER - , (  
ie- Needs, * 
~ Wants, lt 
.....,. And_wi/1 be willing to ....._ 
"'1' En tle e . ~ i' Abfe-bodied persons __ Jt 
ic: With their wits about them - lt 
~ 
To s/ave away . lilL 
. At this thankless task ' ilft Jlllf' 
For long, unendurable hours lt-
ie At low pay ( zero ) * iC With no benefits, ......_ 
Redeerning aspects, ...,..-
ie Or promising possibilities * 
iC Whatsoever. lt 
iC Meetings: Mondays, 7:30pm * 
,_., OBSERVER Office . 
""'1' McVicar Bascment . lt 
it ********* 
In light of this communication break-
down, what tactics might increase 
our bargaining power with this some-
times-fractured administration? For 
example, would incorporation of the 
Student Association increase our lev-
erage? 
Senate· arrang:es elections and · tai hs quotations·only when so indi-
referendums,-but the response· is very cated. Pertinent informaüon not dis-· .. 
often' discoura&insly poor._ Attempts cussed during the interview, but that 
In some ways, yes. It would in- · 
erease our domicile rights, for one 
thing. That would hopefully manifest 
itself in the controversy over pets, 
showers, etc., with our /and/ord, so 
to directly involve students in the we fe/t was necessary to elieit under~ 
formation of policyproveto be dis:. standing of the vario'ustopics, was 
appointing and frustrating. Accurate . added as seemed cd/fed for. 
representation of student opinion, in 
Senate, is therefore questionable. 
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"The Friendly Drug Store 
Z n. broadvvay 
758-5591 
The R.hinebeck Artist' s Shop 
I ., 
ART SUI'PLIE8 JII'Oit 
l'ltOI'fUSIONALS a HOIUIYISTS 
aa EAST MARKET STREET 
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'\$~.99 .~up ,\. 
~'li;::::~ _/ . 
~~---~; 
- T ,e~. ~u11.shi11.e 
~] Castle 
BECOME A COLLEGE 
CAMPUS DEALER 
Sell BRAND NAME Components 
At LOWEST PRICES. High Profits; 
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED!! 
For Detail s Contact: 
F AQ Components 
. 20 Passaic Avenue, Fairfield, N.J. 
07006 
Phone: 201-227-6884 
Ask for llene Orlowsky-Call Collect 
CHARLIE B's 
HAPPY HOUR 4'-7 
RYE, GIN, VODKA, TEQUILA soe 
BOURBON, COCKTAILS 
SCOTCH, CANADIAN.~EYE. 75c 
INNER SPECIAL. 




ROAJPT & COURTEOUS $ER VJCIJ 
l ILL'S 
Cab Service 
Student Group Rates . 
•.Jt'_ 
For Reservations-Call Lill- 876-2900 
